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The major SSC experiments are expected to produce tip to 1 Petabyte of data per
year each. Once the primary reconstruction is completed by farms of inexpensive
processors. I/O becomes a major factor in Further analysis of the data. We believe
that the application of database techniques can significantly reduce the I/O per-
formed in these analyses. We present examples of such I/O reductions in prototypes
based on relational and object-oriented databases of CDF data samples.

Introduction

The SDC and GEM experiments at SCCL are sized to produce up to 1 Petabyte (II)15

lutes) of data per year each. The dominant CPU load of primary reconstruction is
expected to be handled by farms of inexpensive processors. However, subsequent analysis
represents an I/O load about, four orders of magnitude beyond our current experience.
Since I/O performance historically has not kept up with CPU performance gains, we have
proposed [1] moving from the traditional, serial access, tape-based analysis systems of the
past to more sophisticated database approaches. The database organization will allow
a program to read only the portions of an event it actually needs, thereby significantly
reducing the amount of I/O required.

To test these ideas, we have built, prototype systems [2] based on 100-200 Megabytes
of CDF data. We have constructed systems using a conventional relational database sys-
tem, an object-oriented flataba.se system ami Plool. an home-brew object, storage system.
We report on the performance of each prototype. In addition, we describe some of the
data modeling considerations involved in adapting to the two types of system. Finally, we
discuss some of the design considerations raised by the need for a llexible data structure
in a physics research environment coupled with the enormous size of the database and
consequent expense of restructuring it.



Databases

Commercial relational database systems organize informal-ion into tables,with earh row
in the table representing one datum and each column describing a feature of thai- datum.
For example, a table of Employees might have columns for Taxpayer ID. Name. Job Class
ID. and salary. A table of Jobs might have columns for Job Class ID. Job Title ami salary
range. To find the Job Title of the Employee with Taxpayer ID 34:$-88-21."$4. Hie system
finds the row in the Employee table with matching Taxpayer ID. picks out the Job Class
!D from that row. then finds the row in the Jobs table with the matching Job Class ID
and returns the Job Title.

We have also worked with a commercial object-oriented database system. It func-
tions by making otherwise ordinary C++ objects persistent. That is, data placed in such
an object can be recovered by another program even after the creator has exited. This
is true even of links between structures. In the example above, the joining of the tables
on Job Class ID would be replaced by a simple link from an Employee structure to the
corresponding Job structure.

PTool [•'?} is a persistent object storage system developed at the University of Illinois
at Chicago. It provides persistence by using the niinap() function to map persistent. lilos
to regions of virtual memory.

Data Modeling

We have taken data from CDF's l!)SS-S!) run. analyzed the event Ybos bank structures
and recast them into an Entity-Relationship model suitable for both kinds of databases.
The E-K model was then coded by hand into SQL to create relational tables and into
C++ to create persistent objects.

Traditionally, all the banks representing an event are stored together. Programs
analyze events by reading in all banks, deciding if the event is of interest and plotting
some meaningful quantity. The filtering and plotting calculations rarely require all of I he
event banks, but they are read anyway. Since many analyses require limited calculation
once reconstruction is done, this produces a great deal of unnecessary I/O.

In contrast, we have stored all of the entities of a given type for oil events together.
eH her in one table per entity type in a relational sj'stem or in one object database per
entity type in an object-oriented one. As much or as little of any given event as needed
can be analyzed by doing table joins on the event ID field, or by following links: neither
system letches dala until it is actually touched. This way. analysis programs can read in
only those portions of events that they will actually use.

Hand conversion of the E-R model to code was a laborous process, largely due to
the variable lengths of the original Ybos banks. Neither database handles repeated sub-
structures within a table/object well, so additional entities were created. We are working
with automated tools to help with this process. For the relational system, we have used
EH Draw [••!] to generate SQL from a graphical version of the E-U model. This tool shows
considerable promise and works with several commercial databases. For the commercial
object-oriented system, we are looking at the schema const rucl ion tool supplied with it.
Currently, this tool has rather limited capabilities.



Database

Ybos Data Loaded
Database Size

Time to Loa<l
Mass Query

Object-
oriented

215
241

3.75
40

Relational

42
115

2
640

PTool

42
72

2
30

Ybos

109
ioy

0
sio

units

MDvt.es
MBytes

hours
seconds

Table I: Prototype Database Performance Results

Performance

We have compared our prototype databases with native Ybos operations by selecting
events with a di-uiuoii mass in the range of the . All tests began with the same 215
MByte set of Ybos data which contained 12 dilFerent bank types. By historical accident
and limits on resources, the tests did not all include the same Ybos banks into their
databases. The commercial object-oriented test did include all 12 banks. For the other
three tests, an intermediate Ybos file was made by dropping three of the banks not
involved in the event selection. For the Ybos test, this file was read sequentially and
completely. For the remaining tests, eight of the remaining nine banks were loaded into
databases from this lile: the query was then run against the resulting databases. We have
measured the sizes of the resulting databases, the lime to fill the databases and the time
to perform the event selection. All tests were performed on a SPARCstation I. The results
appear in Table I.

For the Ybos rase, we consider the intermediate file to be the "database", hence it
takes no additional time to fill. The code which loaded the commercial object-oriented
database also had to swap the data from VAX byte order and Hunting point format to
(he SPARC equivalent:this task alone takes 1.75 hours. The other two databases loaded
from a hardware-neutral ASCII format file.

The mass query benchmark in the Ybos case was a FORTRAN program which
used the standard Ybos routines. These routines treat the file sequentially and read in
complete events. Approximately 2000 events satisfied the selection. In the commercial
object-oriented ^nA PTool cases, the queries were C++ programs which only referenced
three banks making up less than -i% of the database. The relational query was written in
SQL and similarly only touched the relevent data.

Both object-oriented databases show a dramatic improvement in analysis time over
the native Ybos. The commercial system achieves this with only a small space overhead
of 12%. about half of which appears simply to be incompletely filled database segments.
The more than 70V? spare overhead of PTool is not currently understood.

The relational perform a nee is disappointing, but we have not exhausted all avenues
of optimization. In particular, the very large space expansion must be controlled if this
database system is to remain as a viable option.



Design Considerations

The tree structure of banks in an event can reach depths of four or more. In simple
relational designs, leaves of the tree need unique keys obtained by concatenating keys
from all the layers above them. This can lead to considerable storage overhead in very
large databases. Furthermore, piecing together an event by doing joins at run lime could
lead to the time for a single event growing with the size of the entire database.

For object, databases, keys are replaced by fixed size pointers, regardless of depth
of the event structure. Furthermore, run time joins are not needed, so the overall scaling
behavior may be better than relational systems. However, the scale up for SSC is so
enormous that more study is needed for both systems.

As analysis proceeds, events often have new banks attached to them. For rela-
tional systems, one just defines a. new table with the proper keys; all the old data is
undisturbed. For object systems, however, if the event has a fixed set of pointers to its
component banks, adding a bank could lead to a complete restructuring of the database,
a prohibitively expensive proposition. A Lisp-like list structure may be more stable and
is under investigation.
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